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Stance Healthcare Will Impress at NeoCon 50
New Healthcare Products and an Enhanced Show Space
Ontario, Canada - Stance Healthcare announced today two new products released earlier this year will be on
display at NeoCon 2018 – one of the most recognizable tradeshow in commercial design. The Marna Seating
Collection and Carson Sleeper will contribute to the enhanced show space Stance Healthcare has planned for
NeoCon’s 50th Anniversary show.
“We are committed to broadening the scope of our product offering, to ensure solutions for a variety of
healthcare design challenges” says President, Carl Kennedy. “In our latest offering, we have introduced a
contemporary seating collection ideal for waiting areas, and another great option for sleepover seating. Both
products were designed specifically for healthcare environments with features making them easy-to-clean, safe
and customizable.”
The Marna Seating Collection offers a wide assortment of seating
configurations including a bariatric chair, patient chair, 2 seaters and 3
seaters. An array of features and options are also available for this
collection including:





Field-replaceable wood side frames
Clean out space
Flex-back on select models
Optional poly or solid surface arm caps

Providing another sleeper to Stance Healthcare’s lineup of sleepover seating, the Carson sleeper is available
as a sofa or a compact bench. Features and options include:





Heavy-duty concealed drawer mechanisms
Field replaceable components
Custom finishes
Choice of casters or wood legs

To see the Marna Seating Collection and Carson Sleeper, visit Stance Healthcare’s new show space (booth 74050) at NeoCon 2018 from June 11 – 13 at The Mart in Chicago. For show information visit
www.neocon.com.
About Stance Healthcare
Founded in 2006, Stance Healthcare manufactures furniture for healing environments, with a particular focus
on hospitals and behavioral health facilities. Stance Healthcare has a reputation for providing high quality
products that meet the ever-evolving demands in the areas of design, comfort, safety, durability, renewability,
infection control and environmental sustainability. With a strong understanding of patient-centered design,
Stance Healthcare is committed to providing innovative furniture solutions that support the healing process.
Please visit www.stancehealthcare.com for the latest news and in-depth information on Stance Healthcare.
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